Infiltration of Th1 and Th2 lymphocytes around Hodgkin and Reed-Sternberg (H&RS) cells in Hodgkin disease: Relation with expression of CXC and CC chemokines on H&RS cells.
Hodgkin disease (HD) is characterized by the presence of Hodgkin and Reed-Sternberg cells (H&RS) and a prominent lymphocytic infiltration. Various CXC and CC chemokines [e.g., interferon-gamma-inducible protein-10 (IP10), monokine induced by interferon-gamma (MIG) and TARC] are expressed on H&RS cells. Our study was designed to investigate the expression of MIG, IP10 and TARC on H&RS cells and their relations on lymphocyte infiltration. Immunohistochemical staining was performed using antibodies for CXCR3 (a specific receptor for IP10 and MIG), which is characteristic of Th1 helper phenotype and CCR3, CCR4 and ST2, which are features of Th2 cells. We studied 15 cases of HD [lymphocyte predominance (LP) type, 2; mixed cellularity (MC) type, 6; and nodular sclerosis (NS) type, 7]. All 6 MC cases contained TARC-, IP10- and MIG-expressing H&RS cells, however only 2 of 5 NS cases contained TARC-expressing H&RS cells, 3 of 7 NS contained MIG-expressing H&RS cells and only 1 of 7 NS contained IP10-expressing H&RS cells. Neither of the 2 LP cases contained HR&S cells that expressed these chemokines. The chemokines were more frequently expressed by MC than by NS and LP types. IP10-, MIG- and TARC-positive HD cases contained higher numbers of Th2 lymphocytes (ST2- CCR3- or CCR4-positive lymphocytes), compared to IP10-, MIG- and TARC-negative HD cases (p < 0.05 or <0.5). The number of CXCR3 (MIG and IP10 receptor)-positive lymphocytes (Th1 lymphocytes) was not different between MIG- and IP10-positive and -negative HD. Lymphocytes surrounding MIG- and IP10-positive H&RS cells were more frequently CXCR3-positive, however, compared to MIG- and IP10-negative cases. The CCR4 (TARC receptor)-positive lymphocytes, surrounding H&RS cells, were minority and the surrounding lymphocytes were not different between TARC-positive and negative cases. Our results indicate that MIG, IP10 and TARC chemokines influenced the response of Th2 cells in HD. It is possible, however, that IP10 and MIG may locally influence Th1 cells via cell migration.